COURSE OVERVIEW

This one-day course is designed for general and bariatric surgeons, allied health professionals and dietitians who are interested in current and novel bariatric surgical procedures. Didactic lectures will cover controversies and procedural updates. The hands-on animate lab will allow participants to gain hands-on experience in current and novel techniques in bariatric procedures.

NEEDS ASSESSMENT

Significant advances in surgical treatments for morbid obesity have been developed over the past decade. These new treatment options provide better outcomes for patients. Without the proper training in new techniques, there may be an increased risk of complications. This course will focus on innovative improvements in bariatric surgery procedures and controversies surrounding new and innovative therapies.

OBJECTIVES

Completion of this course will enable participants to:

1. Identify changes in bariatric surgery based on healthcare reform
2. Discuss and evaluate complications in current bariatric surgery procedures
3. Describe and illustrate basic techniques and steps to safely perform current and novel bariatric surgical procedures
4. Discuss current and novel endoluminal bariatric procedures
ACCREDITATION

The Ohio State University Medical Center, Center for Continuing Medical Education is accredited by the Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical Education (ACCME) to sponsor continuing medical education for physicians.

The Ohio State University Medical Center designates this educational activity for a maximum of 8.5 AMA PRA Category I Credits™. Physicians should only claim credit commensurate with the extent of their participation in the activity.

DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

Current guidelines state that participants in CME activities should be made aware of any affiliation or financial interest that may affect the speakers’ presentations. Each speaker has completed a conflict-of-interest statement. Disclosure statements will be provided to participants in the course.

COMMERCIAL SUPPORT

The course organizers gratefully acknowledge the generous support of our corporate sponsors.

MISSION STATEMENT

The Ohio State University Center for Minimally Invasive Surgery (CMIS) is dedicated to the achievement of excellence in patient care, clinical training, research and outcomes studies pertaining to the techniques and technology of minimally invasive surgery. For more information on CMIS course offerings, please visit our website at cmis.osu.edu.
AGENDA

The Ohio State University Medical Center
115 Biomedical Research Tower
460 W. 12th Ave., Columbus, OH 43210

7:30 a.m. Registration and Continental Breakfast
7:50 a.m. Welcome and Introduction
8 a.m. Controversies in Laparoscopic Banding
8:30 a.m. Greater Curve Plication: Initial Experience
9 a.m. Endoscopic Management of Surgical Complications
9:30 a.m. Update on Endoluminal Procedures: What Impact Will it Have on Current Bariatric Procedures?
10 a.m. Break
10:15 a.m. Impact of Healthcare Reform on Bariatric Surgery
10:45 a.m. Sleeve Gastrectomy: Lessons Learned
11:15 a.m. Single-Incision Surgery and Bariatrics
11:45 a.m. Staple Line Buttressing: Minimizing Complications or Increasing Costs?
12:15 p.m. Question-and-Answer Session
12:30 p.m. Lunch
1 p.m. Panel Discussion of Difficult Cases
2 p.m. Break/CME Activity Adjourn for those who are attending the lecture only/Departure for 125 Wiseman Hall
2:30 p.m. Hands-on Application of Techniques in Sleeve Gastrectomy, Stenting and Endoluminal Procedure
5 p.m. Evaluations and CME Activity Adjourn
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TRAVEL & ACCOMMODATIONS

Travel and hotel are the responsibility of the individual attendees. The Ohio State University is not responsible for travel arrangements. Please confirm course registration prior to hotel registration or the purchase of airline tickets.

RECOMMENDED HOTELS

The Blackwell Inn
2110 Tuttle Park Place
Columbus, OH 43210
Phone: 614-247-4000

Hilton Garden Inn Columbus University Area
3232 Olentangy River Road
Columbus, OH 43202
Phone: 614-263-7200

AIR TRAVEL

It is recommended that you use Port Columbus International Airport, which is a 15-minute drive to these hotels, as well as to OSU Medical Center.

COURSE ACCOMMODATIONS

For special hearing and visual arrangements, contact Heidi Pieper, program coordinator at 614-293-9072.

Registration Cancelation Policy

One-hundred percent of the course fee will be refunded for cancelations received up to two weeks prior to the course. Cancelations received less than two weeks prior to course will be refunded less a 50 percent cancelation fee.
REGISTRATION FORM

Registrant Information

First    Last    Title

Address

City    State/Country    ZIP

Phone    Fax

E-mail

Primary Hospital Affiliation    Surgical Specialty

Registration Fees

❑ Physician: $350 (Lecture & Laboratory)    ❑ Physician: $200 (Lecture Only)
❑ Fellow/Resident: $200    ❑ Allied Health Professional/Dietitians: $200

Hands-on laboratory session – Space is limited to physicians and will be given to those who register early.

❑ Yes, I am interested in participating in the hands-on portion of the program.
❑ No, I am not interested in participating in the hands-on portion of the program.

Payment Method

Payment (Please indicate form of payment below)

❑ Check (payable to The Ohio State University CMIS)
❑ MasterCard    ❑ VISA    ❑ AMEX

Amount Enclosed $____________

Credit Card Number    Exp. Date

Authorized Signature

To register, visit ccme.osu.edu or mail completed form to:
Heidi Pieper, Center for Minimally Invasive Surgery
558 Doan Hall; 410 W. 10th Ave., Columbus, OH 43210
Phone: 614-293-9072; Fax: 614-293-7852
E-mail: Heidi.Pieper@osumc.edu
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